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CATEGORY INFORMATION
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Phillips Safety is the industry leader in 

occupational safety eyewear. In business 

for over 100 years, you are being served 

with the dedication and craftsmanship of a 

family owned company. 

Phillips Safety has been producing 

occupational safety glasses since 1905 and 

continues to develop and produce the 

highest quality glasses and lenses today. A 

leading manufacturer of specialty safety 

eyewear in the United States, Phillips 

Safety adheres to strict ANSI Z87-2+ and EN 

207 CE standard certifications, holding 

itself to a highest standard and prides itself 

on producing glasses with the finest 

quality materials available.

All safety glasses produced and sold by 

Phillips Safety meet strict industry 

standards for military, medical, research 

laboratories, and a variety of other 

industries. 

With Phillips Safety’s dedicated team, you 

can rest assured knowing that all your 

prescription safety needs are met.
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Safety reading glasses are specially 

designed to provide eye protection for 

those who need reading glasses in their 

workplace. These glasses are equipped 

with magnifying lenses, which can help 

workers perform detailed tasks with 

greater accuracy and clarity. They also 

provide added protection against eye 

strain and fatigue, which can occur when 

workers spend long periods of time 

focusing on small details.

Safety reading glasses can be particularly 

beneficial in industries that require 

workers to read small print, such as 

electronics manufacturing, laboratory 

work, and quality control. They can also be 

useful in office environments, where 

workers spend long hours reading reports 

or other documents.
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Phillips Safety offers a collection of safety 

reading glasses in a variety of frames and 

magnification powers ranging from +1.00 

to +3.00. All our safety reading glasses are 

ANSI Z87-approved and contain 

high-quality polycarbonate impact 

resistant lenses. They are ideal for those 

who need both safety glasses and reading 

glasses, but don’t want to wear fitovers on 

top of their reading glasses.
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57-15-125

+1.00 to +3.00

Plastic

7 colors available

Plastic

Square

Rubberized Nose Pads, Temples, Side Shields

The Safety Reading Glasses 15011 is a square frame with anti fog lenses. 
These safety glasses feature magnifying lenses which reduce fatigue and eye 
strain. The 15011 safety reading glasses are lightweight and made from TR-90 
nylon to ensure durability. Plus, these safety reading glasses feature integrated 
side shields for additional lateral protection, and are available with magni�cation 
from +1.00 to +3.00. In addition, the 15011 has our exclusive permanent anti fog 
coating technology, which guarantees that the lenses of these reading glasses 
will never fog. These safety glasses are available in seve di�erent colors: black 
and clear, black and green, crystal red, crystal clear, crystal purple, cyan blue, 
and crystal faded gray. They also meet rigorous industry standards and are 
ANSI Z87+, CSA Z94.3 high impact approved for optimal protection.













58-17-128

+1.00 to +3.00

Plastic

4 colors available

Plastic

Wrap Around

Silicone Nose Pads, Side Shields, Foam Gasket

The Safety Reading Glasses T9559 is a plastic safety frame with anti fog 
lenses. These safety glasses feature magnifying lenses which reduce fatigue 
and eye strain. The T9559 safety reading glasses feature silicone nose pads, 
rubberized temple bars, and removable foam support on top of the glasses for a 
comfortable �t. Plus, these lightweight safety reading glasses are made from 
TR-90 nylon for extra durability and feature integrated side shields for additional 
protection. In addition, the T9559 has our exclusive permanent anti fog coating 
technology, which guarantees that the lenses of these reading glasses will never 
fog. The T9559 reading glasses are available in clear neon green, clear teal, 
clear pink, and clear black. This is an excellent option if you need reading 
glasses for work. Additionally, the reading glasses T9559 meet rigorous industry 
standards and are ANSI Z87-2+, CSA Z94.3 approved for optimal protection.



63-19-129

+1.00 to +3.00

Plastic

Clear/Orange, Clear/Black

Plastic

Wrap Around

Foam Gasket, Silicone Nose Pads, Side Shields

The Safety Reading Glasses T9603 is a plastic rectangular frame with anti fog 
lenses. These safety glasses feature magnifying lenses which reduce fatigue 
and eye strain. Made from TR-90 nylon, the T9603 safety glasses have 
integrated side shields for additional protection. These safety glasses also 
feature silicone nose pads and rubberized temple bars for a comfortable �t. The 
T9603 has a removable silicone gasket for additional security against dust and 
other irritants. In addition, the T9603 has our exclusive permanent anti fog 
coating technology, which guarantees that the lenses of these reading glasses 
will never fog. Plus, the T9603 reading safety glasses are D3/D4/D5 approved 
against Splash/Droplet, Dust, and Fine Dust. These safety glasses are available 
in orange with clear and black with clear. They also meet rigorous industry 
standards and are ANSI Z87-2+, CSA Z94.3 approved for optimal protection.











Should you need any further information, 
please do not hesitate to contact us.

123 Lincoln Blvd, Middlesex, NJ 08846, USA 

+1 (866) 575 1307

service@phillips-safety.com

www.phillips-safety.com

PHILLIPS-SAFETY.COM

CONTACT

PHILLIPS SAFETY
PRODUCTS INC.
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